The overlap integral between two grouncl state wave functions of the concluction electron system with different local situations is discussed for a general case in which local electron interaction exists in addition to a local impurity potential. The Anderson theorem which states that the overlap integral is expressed by exp[ -o/rcXlogN] is proved in this general case. § I. Introduction
The Anderson theorem!)· 'l for the Fermion system with local Coulomb inter· action has been discussed in a recent paper by Kaga and Yosicla. 2 l In that paper, an asymptotic behavior in time t o£ the ground state S-matrix as a local Coulomb interaction is put in at t = 0 is investigated. Actually, they have calculated the fourth-order term with respect to local Coulomb repulsion U in the coefficients of log t in the exponent of <S (t)) and have shown that this coefficient is equal to the square of the change in the local electron number. Their result suggests that the Anderson theorem can be proved to hold generally in the case 1vith local electron interaction. The purpose of the present paper is to show that this 1s actually the case.
The method used m the paper by Kaga and Yosida of pursuing the time development of the S-matrix does not seem to be very convenient for the present purposes. Therefore, here, we adopt the method used by Rivier and 
The unperturbed d-electron Green's function 1s gwen by
VvT e put the ongm of energy at the Fermi energy.
(1· 7)
In this paper we show that the Anderson orthogonality theorem holds also m the case with local electron interactions such as intra-electron correlation and intra-exchange interaction.
First, we derive the exact result for the overlap integral in the presence of one-body potential. Then, we show that this result can also be derived by the perturbation expansion method. Secondly, in the case of electron interaction we deal with the problem by perturbation expansion and show that each expanded term can be reduced to the corresponding term expanded for the case with one-body potential by replacing potential c/ vvith proper self-energy ~ (0). Thus, we prove for local electron interaction the Anderson theorem which says that the overlap integral is determined by the difference of the phase shifts between the two states. Finally, we also show that the result obtained by Nozieres 
With the use of the following two relations,
and
Here, we take the limit IJ->0 as (2 ·11) IJ- 1 term is imaginary and gives the energy shift, therefore, I <S); is calculated m the long time limit as
where G (ro) 1s defined by
·we arrive at the fmal result
where we have included up and down spin contributions and o and 00 are, respec" tively, the phase shift in the perturbed and the unperturbed states:
. Perturbation expansion for one-body potential
Expanding (1· 7), we obtain the n-th order term ·with respect to s/
As we need only the zeroth-order correction of 1j and ti arranged in a closed 
No\v, it is co1wenient to introduce Fn± (cu) defined by
vV e can easily derive the following relations by resolving into partial fractions:
By the use of (3 · 3) ~ (3 · 5), (3 · 2) is written as This expressiOn corresponds to the fourth-order term of (2 · 6), which is easily checked by expanding x· ((J)) included in (2·6) with respect to s/ as +···. x L4+vs-v~-w~=-£1J + w2-v4-~s+v5-in}·
As the principal parts of the fractions in { } give no contributions to log 1Y term in the limit 1}--'>0, we can replace the fractions by iJ functions. Thus, Eq. (4·1)
can be rewritten in the following forms:
where Morem-er, when we pick up the singular log N terms we can put uJ = 0 m 1: (cu). Therefore we obtain log N term as (4-4) Multiplying 4, the number of equivalent diagrams, we obtain the following result in the small t; limit:
In the symmetric case, .E' 2 J (0) vanishes, while .E' 2 J (0) is non-zero 111 the case zd=FO.
In a similar way to this example, we can transform all the terms of (S ( oo, 0) )c into the form shown in Fig. 4. 2. This is shown as follows: A general term of (S(oo, O))c can be expressed by a closed loop diagram shown in Fig. 
3. The integration over ti gives such a fraction as [i (vi,+ vi,-vi,-V;,-it;)] -1 •
Repeating the integration over t1 , t,, · ··, tn'• n' times, we obtain a product of n' fractions with 2n' -1 frequencies v;'s. Then, we repeat resolution into partial fractions n' -1 times continuously and finally we obtain the fraction [ (1)2 -w1 -i'1] -\ because a frequency emitted at a time ti must be absorbed at the other time tj.
The n' times t-integration gives a factor i-n' and the n' -1 times resolution of fractions gives 2n'-1 terms. Considering these factors and a factor (n:i) n'-1 which appears by replacing non-singular fractions by a-functions, we obtain the following expression for log N term:
.E pi IS a proper self-energy and I pi= I pi (0). This result can be understood also in the following way: Because the principal parts of fractions with four frequencies give no contributions to log N term, frequencies associated with internal lines in the proper self-energy diagrams can be put so as to satisfy the energy t<J, In (4·6), l.,pi=.I:Pi is allowed. Now, we introduce Ii and I. The X/s are independent proper self-energies different from each other and .I: is the sum of them.
00
.
J:((J)) =~ ti((J)).
i=l By the use of fi, ( 4 · 6) is rewritten as
where II; 1s the number of fi in ( 4 · 6) and m n=~ni. 
L(t-t') = -i¢(t', t; t, t'). (5 ·1)
¢ (-r, -r'; t, t') satisfies the following equation:
We obtain L(-t') in the long time limit by putting r~t'=1/7]~1/o, r'~o in (5 · 2). For example, the first order term is given by 
If one puts r->t' = 1/7J~1/o, r' -->0 in the second term, this gives a divergent term
In this derivation the upper-limit of the integral over t" has been assumed to be infinity, as used in the previous sections. If we assume a finite upper-limit t', L (-t') becomes twice of (5 · 5). The general term can be written as 
(5·6)
In electron interaction case, we can use the energy conservation in the self-energy diagrams which bring no singular terms in the limit 7J~O. In stead of a closed loop in the overlap integral, the proper self-energies in this case are arranged along open line. Therefore, we can replace c/ in (5 · 6) by 1: (0) without factor 1/n. From the coincidence of the expansion form we can obtain the result for the case with electron interaction by replacing the phase shift for one-particle potential by that for electron interaction in the conclusion of ND theory. § 6. Concluding remarks
In the proof in § 4, we have not used any concrete expression for the both of G (w) and 'fi (w). Therefore, our derivation can be applied for more general models with more general local electron interactions including orbital degenerate case with the Hund's coupling. That is, in any system where the Friedel sum rule holds, the overlap integral can be expressed in terms of the difference in the number of localized electrons.
The orthogonality catastrophe can be regarded as a manifestation of the conservation law of the local electron number. From this thought it is quite natural that the Anderson theorem generally holds.
